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Section 1

Introduction and Motivation



Non-solenoidal startup is being investigated on the
Pegasus Toroidal Experiment (University of Wisconsin).

Motivation for non-solenoidal startup:
Spherical tokamaks have particularly limited
V-s for ohmic current drive
Some non-inductive current drive methods,
e.g. NBI and bootstrap, are ineffective during
the startup phase
Other methods, e.g. CHI, would require
dramatic changes to the vacuum vessel or
pose additional challenges

DC helicity injection through extremely
localized washer-gun plasma sources

Advantages of the plasma guns:
Small size: can be mounted through a
diagnostic port
High-Z impurities are trapped within the gun
aperture
Up to 4kA injected current per gun with ion
temperatures up to 50eV
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Figure 3.3 Illustration of a gas-injected washer-stack plasma gun.
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Figure 3.1 Peel-away view of the Pegasus Toroidal Experiment.
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Figure 3.2 Cross-sectional view of the Pegasus Toroidal Experiment.



The current channels from the plasma guns relax into a
“tokamak-like” plasma with toroidal current amplification.

The toroidal current in the relaxed
plasma exceeds that computed from
the vacuum field geometric winding.

Poloidal flux compression is then
applied on the relaxed plasma resulting
in current amplification.

Solenoidal induction can provide
additional current drive.

Plasma guns have been tested in two
configurations:

In the lower divertor region
On the outboard side of the device
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Figure 3.5 The localized current injection system at the outboard midplane of Pegasus.
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a b c 

Figure 4.1 Visual images of the typical stages in a non-solenoidal startup discharge using
three outboard localized current sources.

a) before & b) after relaxation, c) decay phase



Motivation for Numerical Simulation

Relaxation is a fundamentally nonlinear process

The helicity injection scheme on Pegasus is unique:
Many others are initially axisymmetric and transition to a

non-axisymmetric state when crossing some stability boundary.

The gun plasmas in Pegasus are initially non-axisymmetric then relax

to an axisymmetric (i.e. “tokamak-like”) state.

Simulation can provide physical insights into the relaxation process:
Resulting magnetic topology indicates effectiveness of startup
method / obtainable operation regimes

Expanding previous work to more realistic physical parameters
(e.g. background plasma temperature)



A resistive MHD model is used to study relaxation.

MHD analysis is relevant due to the strongly electromagnetic effects
and relatively low temperature (i.e. collision-dominated) of Pegasus
discharges.

Nonlinear, resistive MHD computations are performed using the
NIMROD code.

NIMROD uses a high-order finite element representation in the
poloidal plane and a Fourier series representation in the azimuthal
direction.

The computations discussed in this poster use the implicit leapfrog
temporal advance algorithm, which is stable for arbitrarily large
time-steps and free of numerical dissipation.



Section 2

Code Development



The plasma guns are simulated through localized current
and heat sources.

Figure: Current and Heat Source
Localization at R = Rinj

Current source is poloidally localized
with a Gaussian shape function
FG (R ,Z ) and toroidally localized as a
half-sine-wave for 0 ≤ φ ≤ π/nλ

Jinj =
λinjBvac

µ0
FG (R ,Z ) sin (nλφ)

The current source is aligned with the
vacuum magnetic field, i.e. the poloidal
localization is toroidally dependent.

The volumetric heat source has the
same localization as the current source.



Current injection is modeled by adding an ad-hoc force
density that acts as a modification to Ohm’s Law.

1 Apply localized FRF

  

The Artifical Source Term Drives Current 
Indirectly By “Twisting” The B Field.

1.) 2.)

3.) 4.)
2 B̃ adds twist to B0

  

The Artifical Source Term Drives Current 
Indirectly By “Twisting” The B Field.

1.) 2.)

3.) 4.)

  

The Artifical Source Term Drives Current 
Indirectly By “Twisting” The B Field.

1.) 2.)

3.) 4.)

3 J̃ produced

  

The Artifical Source Term Drives Current 
Indirectly By “Twisting” The B Field.

1.) 2.)

3.) 4.)

  

The Artifical Source Term Drives Current 
Indirectly By “Twisting” The B Field.

1.) 2.)

3.) 4.)

4 J̃× B0 launches
torsional Alfvén wave

  

The Artifical Source Term Drives Current 
Indirectly By “Twisting” The B Field.

1.) 2.)

3.) 4.)

E+ v × B = η (J− Jinj)

Essentially creating dissipation-free
current source

Torsional Alfvèn-wave propagation
carries current along B0

Perpendicular, resistive magnetic
diffusion of B̃ results in net current

Current drive is somewhat sensitive to
dissipation, such that excessive η or ν
will hinder torsional Alfvèn wave
propagation



The full Braginskii formulation prevents unphysically large
κ⊥ in regions of low-temperature, where xsτs < 1.

xs = ωcsτs

κ�,s =
nsTsτs
ms

γ0
δ0

κ⊥,s =
nsTsτs
ms

γ1x2s + γ0
x4s + δ1x2s + δ0

lim
x�1

κ⊥,s = κ�,s ∝T 5/2
s

lim
x�1

κ⊥,s =
nsTsτs
ms

γ1
x2s

∝T−1/2
s B−2

NIMROD normally uses the
high-magnetization (ωcsτs � 1) formulation
for κ⊥.

In regions of low temperature (ωcsτs < 1),
e.g. edge regions, the high magnetization
formulation over-predicts thermal transport,
leading to a severe loss of confinement.

For simulations with a cold background
plasma temperature, the full formulation1 for
κ⊥ will realistically limit thermal transport
and enhance confinement.

The modified κ⊥,s is also fully 3D and
self-consistently calculated from κ�,s .

1S.I. Braginskii, “Transport Processes in a Plasma,” Reviews of Plasma Physics. 1965.



The full Braginskii formulation of κ⊥ deviates from the
high magnetization limit at ωcsτs ≈ 5.

Curves shown for a Z = 1 plasma. For the divertor gun simulations presented later,
ωciτi ≈ 0.025 for the background plasma at the injection radius.



To improve computational efficiency with this heat
conduction model, enhancements have been made to the
preconditioner.

NIMROD uses the GMRES method to iteratively solve linear
systems describing the field advances.

A high iteration count can effectively limit the time-step.

Each iteration is more computationally expensive than the previous.

NIMROD uses SOR block-based preconditioning to enhance GMRES
convergence.

Motivation for off-diagonal temperature advance preconditioning:
During divertor gun calculations, a high T advance iteration count

occured when the current and heat sources were first applied.

Greatly slowed the progress of simulations and occurred for even

simplified anisotropic transport models.

During the onset of relaxation, a high iteration count is likely to

occur again due to rapid changes in the magnetic field topology and

current channel geometry.



Off-diagonal Fourier-mode coupling has been added to
enhance the temperature advance preconditioner.

Off-diagonal contributions are calculated through the new integrand
routine ‘t aniso cpop’.

Axisymmetric preconditioning is still through ‘t aniso op’.

The implementation is analogous to that for the Hall-MHD
magnetic field advance.

Only the thermal conduction terms have been implemented so far,
including the off-diagonal contributions from: n, κ�, κ⊥, and bb.



Benchmarking calculations show improved convergence
with the off-diagonal temperature advance preconditioning.

Two cases were examined:

SSPX spheromak cases (E. Howell)
Thermal energy of the n = 1, 2 modes large relative to the n = 0

Total simulation time constant throughout all computations

Cylindrical resistive tearing mode (J. King)
Allowed (1, 1) magnetic island to saturate

Applied a roughly uniform, axisymmetric heating source across the

entire computational domain

Time-step initially limited by solver convergence

Total simulation time changes with preconditioning parameters

The relaxation factor was scaled from 1/6 to 5/6.
Generally less than 5% variation in nits , tits , and ttot .
No consistent trend.

Extremes did not result in most computational efficiency.



The greatest improvement in computational efficiency
occur for computations where solver convergence requires
smaller time-steps without the new preconditioner.

nband npass nits/step tphys tits ttot
S
p
h
er
om

ak 0 0 113.85 1.00 1.00 1.00
1 1 105.93 1.00 0.90 0.95
1 2 64.97 1.00 1.11 1.12
2 1 132.52 1.00 0.98 0.99
2 2 58.46 1.00 0.95 0.97

T
ea
ri
n
g

0 0 92.61 1.00 1.00 1.00
1 1 92.15 0.98 1.00 1.10
1 2 93.20 1.42 1.21 1.27
2 1 92.15 0.98 0.99 1.21
2 2 91.81 1.93 1.26 1.47

All the fields are evolved for 500 time-steps.

Data is normalized with respect to axisymmetric-only preconditioning cases
(nband = 0)

Relaxation factor of 2/3 is used for all cases shown.



More than 2 passes resulted in less overall computational
efficiency for calculations.

Spheromak Tearing Mode

nband npass nits/step tphys tits ttot nits/step tphys tits ttot
0 0 36.75 1.00 1.00 1.00 95.14 1.00 1.00 1.00

1 1 30.76 1.00 0.85 0.86 94.18 1.08 1.02 1.52

1 2 22.49 1.00 1.08 1.08 92.65 1.48 1.33 2.16

1 3 23.94 1.00 2.17 2.13 91.84 1.38 1.67 2.43

1 4 29.35 1.00 2.86 2.74 88.52 1.52 2.10 3.65

2 1 31.04 1.00 0.88 0.89 94.18 1.08 1.03 2.06

2 2 18.58 1.00 0.94 0.96 92.65 1.48 1.31 2.17

2 3 24.34 1.00 1.91 1.88 82.84 1.52 1.59 3.07

2 4 29.46 1.00 2.89 2.77 88.52 1.52 2.10 3.65

Only the temperature is evolved for 500 time-steps; other fields held fixed.

Data normalized with respect to axisymmetric-only preconditioning cases

(nband = 0)

Relaxation factor of 2/3 is used for all cases shown.



Section 3

Simulation Results



Previous work (T. Bird) shows a cycle of relaxation events
that leads to an accumulation of poloidal flux and current
amplification.

The simulations had a high background temperature, Ti ≈ 5.68eV .

Poloidal flux slowly accumulates over multiple relaxation events.
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Before and After a Coalescence Event



The coalescence oscillations qualitatively agree with
experimentally observed MHD activity during helicity
injection.

Experimental n = 1 MHD
activity observed at 30-60 kHz

Slower oscillations observed
during simulations likely due to
higher inertia, magnetic
restoring force.

The kinetic energy growth rate
minimums correspond to the
relaxation events.

After cessation of current drive,
plasma relaxes to form closed
flux surfaces.
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With a more realistic background temperature, a heat
source term is required to form a conducting path.

A seed hot-spot is created
before the current drive is
applied.

This mimics the experiment,
where hot plasma is injected
from the guns before the bias
potential is applied to drive
plasma current.

The current and heat sources
are time-dependent.

The current is ramped more
quickly once the channel is well
established.



The initial winding of the current channel along the
vacuum magnetic field is demonstrated by Ti and λ
contours.

Ti,bkg ≈ 0.253eV

Temperature-dependent resistivity and simplified anisotropic thermal conduction
are used to form the plasma column.

The more complete transport model is applied subsequent to the state shown
here.



When Bθ from the current channel exceeds approximately
half of Bz ,vac , the current channels begin to oscillate.

Total and n=0 Current vs. t
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This is also seen in the simulations by T. Bird, but occurs at a much higher high
frequency in these simulations (approximately 13×).

Current channel coalescence and poloidal flux amplification have yet to occur.

The total plasma current is still rising.



At roughly the same time as the oscillations begin, ribbons
form connecting different parts of the current channels.

Ti

n

λ

vZ

Ribbons are not
toroidally localized

Ribbons are likely a
result of the strong
diamagnetic flows

Diamagnetic flows are
sheared and mostly
vertical with
|vZ/v | ≈ 0.9

The diamagnetic flows
may facilitate current
channel coalescence.



Section 4

Conclusions and Future Work



Conclusions

Relaxation and current multiplication have been demonstrated with
qualitative agreement to experiment.

Simulations with realistic background plasma temperature differ
significantly from previous work, even prior to the onset of
relaxation:

Higher oscillation frequency

Stronger diamagnetic flows

The critical components of the simulations have been the beam drive
(current and heat sources) and perpendicular thermal conduction.

Computational efficiency has been improved by added off-diagonal
Fourier-mode coupling to the temperature advance preconditioning.



Future Work

Divertor gun simulations will be continued.

Outboard helicity injection will be simulated, including poloidal flux
compression and solenoidal induction.

Two-fluid effects will be explored, as the hall parameter is likely to
be large for the current channel.
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